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Company: CANPACK

Location: United Kingdom

Category: other-general

CANPACK Group is a global manufacturer of environmentally friendly, modern packaging

solutions, supplying top quality primary packaging, on time and wherever needed. The

company, headquartered in Krakow (Poland), runs operations in 19 countries and employs

nearly 8,000 people worldwide in 29 production sites for aluminum beverage cans, glass

bottles, metal closures and containers for food and chemical industries. For 30 years the

company has been consequently developing its business to become one of the leading global

players on the international packaging market.

With sustainability and corporate social responsibility being an important part of the Group’s

DNA, CANPACK actively supports initiatives dedicated to environmental protection and local

communities.

Comply with all health & safety regulations, rules, procedures and policies. Comply with all

environmental requirements as stipulated in ISO 14001 and BRC procedures and guidelines on

health & safety

Production of product according to quality, quantity specifications and production orders

To keep a clean and tidy work area

To keep records and if required samples of any quality issues

To report any issues with the technical condition of the machine

To assist with the control of production and quality specification
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To keep and maintain continuity of production

Possess good manual dexterity and reacts promptly to produce a good quality product

Responsibility for any assigned equipment

Co-operation with supervisor and other workers on both production lines

To assist in the training of CPUK employees and where applicable persons external to

CPUK i.e. agency workers and/or contractors

Support other leaders/operators colleagues in the continuation of production at the front

end of the line, for example Bodymaker and washer. Able to provide absence cover if

required and help out during changeovers etc. on both production lines

Always using appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE)

Perform other duties such of similar nature as from time to time may be required including any

other duty reasonable corresponding with the role.

Attend obligatory trainings provided by CP UK

Inspecting the technical state of the palletiser lift before starting work 

Setting the technical parameters to current production

Checking parameters of components use during the packaging process 

Appropriate dress for the job in hand which obeys all the relevant H&S regulations in force.

Any qualifications in machine operation, completing documentation, machine operator

experience, valid counterbalance FLT licence, knowledge of factory processes, machine

operative skills, general maintenance, eye for detail, ability to work to specifications

Any qualifications in a machine operation role

Previous experience in a similar role

£11.44 p/h 

£2 p/h Shift allowance

Quarterly bonus

Company pension scheme



Overtime premium

Life & Long term sickness insurance

Onsite car parking
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